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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
	
1.1	 Scope o f Roport
The scope of this report is to summarize the work completed
on Contract No. NAS 9-14942 by Motorola Inc., Government
Electronics Division for NASA, Lyndon B. Johnson Space
Center. The report will discuss the equipment that was de-
signed and built, the equipment performance, and any prob-
lem or potential problem areas. Included as an appendix
is the Acceptance Test Procedure and Data that was perform-
ed on the unit November :3, 1976.
	1.2	 Purpose of Contract
The purpose of this contract was to design, build, and test
an enginc-ering breadboard Ku-Band Quadraphase Shift Keyed
(QPSK) and wideband Frequency Modulated (FM) transmitter.
This Orbiter Ku-Band Transmitter drawer is to simulate the
Orbiter Transmitter and meet the functional requirements
of the 0 1-biter communication link.
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	2.0	 SUMMARY OF COMPLETED WORK
	
2.1
	 General
Item 1 of the contract, the Orbiter Ku-Band QPSK and wide-
band FM Transmitter, and item 2, the data, per the contract
Data Requirements List (DRL), have been completed. The end
product hardware was tested at '.Motorola and accepted by the
r•
NASA Technical Monitor on November 4, 1976.
Throughout the contract effort, the data items were submit-
ted to NASA, JS^, as required. During the design phase, a
Preliminary and Critical Design Review was held at Motorola.
Data packages were submitted in conjunction with the reviews.
Engineering Drawings were submitted when the hardware was
compl e ted and a copy of each drawing is included in the
Maintenance and Operation Manual. The Acceptance Test Plan
and Acceptance Test Procedure were submitted and, after the
Acceptance Test, the test data was also submitted. With
the submittal of the Maintenance and Operation Manual and
this Final Report, the data requirements of the contract
are satisfied.
	
2.2	 Equipment Description
The Orbiter Ku-Band Transmitter, Motorola Part No. 01-P07000K.
is an engineering breadboard transmitter simulator contained
in a single drawer suitable for mounting in a standard test
cabinet. For a complete description of the transmitter and
its electrical characteristics refer to the Maintenance and
Operation '.Manual.
The equipment was assembled by qualified assembly operators
and at various points throughout the assembly the equipment
was inspected by Quality Assurance inspectors. Each module
2
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	2.2	 Equipment Description (Contd)
or subassembly was tested prior to system assembly. During
the design phase, a stress analysis was performed on the
modules in order to detect and correct any over-stressed
component which might degrade the reliability of the equipment.
Upon completion of the transmit+er assembly, the equipment
was successfully tested according to the Acceptance Test
Procedure and accepted by the NASA Technical Monitor.
	
2.3	 Equipment Performance
The Transmitter was tested according to the Acceptance Test
Procedure (12-P07001K) to verify proper operation and com-
pliance with the technical requirements of the contract as
specified in the Statement of work. The performance is sum-
marized in the ATP data which, along with the test procedure,
is included in the appendix.
The Acceptance Test, as witnessed by the NASA Technical 5ioni-
tor, was performed November 1-3, 1976 at Motorola. During
the testing, it was noticed that the QPSK sp(-ctrum was not
perfectly symmetrical at the higher data rates. It was
thought that the problem might be corrected by adjusting the
quadrature of the Mode 1 Modulator and therefore the top
cover was removed to expose the Mode 1 Modulator for retuning.
The quadrature was adjusted and the cover replaced. For
further discussion refer to section 3.2. After the adjustment,
the parameters which might have been affected were retested
on November 3, 1976. The retest data is attached to the end
of the ATP and is part of the Acceptance Test Data.
Where there were contract specifications, teCt limits were
established to which the test data was compared. Where
there were no specifications, the test data was recorded for
3
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	2.3	 Equipment Performance (Contd)
information only. As shown by the Acceptance Test Data, the
Transmitter meets all the requirements as specified in the
Statement of Work of the contract.
	
3.0	 PROBLEM AREAS
	
3.1	 Specification Noncompliances	 j
The Orbi* , r Ku- viand Transmitter complies with all specifi-
cations of the contract Statement of Work and all agreements
as documented in the minutes of the Preliminary Design Re-
view of April 22, 1976, and the Critical Design Review of
July 12, 1976.
	
3.2	 Other Equipment Characteristics and Recommendations
Although the Transmitter complies with all the specifications,
there are three areas, not specified in the contract, where
the performance is further described. The three areas are
listed below along with any recommendations.
The first condition is a minor nonsymmetry in the spectrum of
the QPSK modulation. The nonsymmetry is noticeable at the
output of the Mode 1 Modulator. The nonsymmetry between the
upper and lower .J1 modulation terms is negligible at data
rates up to 20 %Ibps. At the highest data rate of 100 Mbps
the nonsymmetry is approximately 2.6 dB. The nonsymmetry
appears to be caused by frequency roll off of the upper .J1
terms at the higher data rates. Preliminary testing between
the transmitter and the TDRS simulator has not indicated
any significant performance degradation at the higher data
rates. Although this performance is not as desired, it is
believed that this will not significantly degrade the system
performance. Therefore, it is recommended that the Trans-
mitter be left as is unless serious degradation occurs. To
4
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3.2	 Other Eduipment Characteristics and Recommendations (Contd)
correct this problem, the Bode 1 Modulator would probably
need to be redesigned using higher frequency components.
Another characteristic of the Mode 1 Modulator is the change
in incidental AM of the output waveform with the chang? of
power unbalance. The incidental AM is difficult to observe
at the output but can be seen at the Mode 1 Modulator output
on a high frequency sampling oscilloscope. The amount of
A31 at the Mode 1 Modulator output is not the same: as at the
Transmitter output since there is limiting which occurs after 	 1.
the !Bode 1 Modulator. The AM has been adjusted for minimum
at an 80/20 power unbalance and it increases to about 81 at
50!50 at the module output. The minimum was set at an 80/20
unbalance since that is the normal power unbalance setting.
It is not known whether the incidental AM will cause system
performance degradation. Therefore, it is recommended that
the Transmitter be left as is unless serious degradation
occurs. To correct the problem would probably require re-
designing the Mode 1 Modulator to eliminate possible circula-
ting ground currents.
The third condition involves modulation input compatibility
for the d2 and d3 inputs. The levels, as summarized in the
Preliminary Design Review data packa?e, were to be TTL levels
(0-5 volts nom-:nal). The actual operation requires input
levels of 0 to +0.8 volts for a logic "0" level and a minimum
of +4.0 volts for a logic "1" level. The logic "0" voltages
are TTL compatible. The logic "1" voltages are not strictly
TTL compatible. Technically. logic "l" voltages can be as
•	 low as *2.4 volts. If the voltage drops below +4.0 volts,
modulation degradation will occur as evidenced by reduced
carrier suppression. If the input voltages cannot be main-
tained at greater than +4.0 volts, then the input transistor
stages for these data inputs can he redesigned to accommodate
the desired voltage levels.
3
4 .0	 CONCLUS TONS
As demonstrated by the Acceptance Test, the Orbiter Ku-Band
Transmitter meets the requirement-, of the contract as
specified in the Statement of Work. There are three areas
where the performance is legs than desired though adequate.
These items along; with recommendations were discussed in
section :3.0, Problem Areas, It is believed that this trans-,
mitten simulator meets the functional requirements of the
Orbiter communication link as defined in the contract and
understood by Motorola.
As a result of delivering; item 1, the transmitter hardware,
and item 2, the data, the contract has been successfully
completed.
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I . t)	 SCOPE
This document establishes the acceptance test procedure and
test limits for the Orbiter Ku-Banc; Transmi t ter, 'Motorola
Part No. 01 -P07000K of contract NAS 9-14942.
2.0	 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following; documents are applicable to the Orbiter Ku-Band
Transmitter and form a part of this doc • umcnt to the extent
specified herein.
Document	 Title
I
i	 Exhibit A of	 Statement of Wo •,k for
I	 Contract NAS 9-14942	 Orbiter Ku-Band Transmitter
70- PO6929K	 Orbiter Ku-Band Transmitter
Outline Drawing
3.0
	
TEST EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
The test equipment listed or its equivalent will be requir-
ed to perform this test. The equipment used shall have a
current calibration sticker where required.
r• I
MOTOROLA INC.
Gove r nment Electronics Division
8701 EAST McDOWF LL ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 1417
SCOTTSDALE, An17ONA Ui252 	 ISCALC
A\/ 7 . 90ND 100A DWI FORMAT6! 15 Plrx i.
 r,T1 7t±11,
SIZE I CODE IDENT NO.1DWG NO.
A l 94990
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12-P07001K
SHFFT	 ?
MAN('}•'A( i URER /'110DFL
I11) 864013 opt.	 002
til l 651B
TIP 62G,ti
HP 6080.
Data Dynamics	 5113
EH 122
HP :3400
111) 4:35A
i l P 8.181A
TIP 14 IT
11P 855.5A
IIP 8552B
Ill) 855:313
EIP 351I)
111) 4815A
HP 9470B
Fluke 8600A
HP 1710
Micro lab F11 2000
0S%1 2'1187	 AJ
Motorola 01-P05461J
111' P382A
r
I
T
QTY
	 F:C1UIPh11':1T'
I A11-FSI Signal	 Generator
1 Test Oscillator
1 Signal	 (;vnerator
1 Signal Generator
2 PUIse Generator
1 Pure Generator
2 R11S Voltmeter
1 Power Meter
1 Power Sensor
1 Spectrum Analyzer
I .nalyzer,	 BF Tuning Section
1 Analyzer,	 IF Section
1 Analyzer,	 'Tuning Section
1 Frequency Counter
1 Vector Impedance Meter
1 Crystal Detector
1 Digital	 Multimeter
1 Oscilloscope
1 2 GHz High Pass Filter
1 Waveguide to ShIA Adapter
1 Fhi Demodulator
1 Variable Attenuator
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	4.0	 GENERAL
	
4.1
	 PURPOSE OF TEST
The purpose of this transmitter acc.:ptance test is to
verify proper operation and conformance with the technical
requirements of the contract as specified in the Statement
of Work, Exhibit A. The parameters tested or calculated
will be recorded and compared with the test limits on the
data sheets where specified in the Statement of Work. In
addition, there will be performance and capability tests
for information only with no test limits.
	
4.2	 TEST CONDITIONS
The tests shall be performed under normal ambient conditions
with the transmitter operating on the bench. There shall
be a mini ►:rum of one hour warm-up for the transmitter and
test equipment prior to testi,ig.
	
4.3	 TEST SEQUVNCE
The tests contained herein may be performed in any sequence.
	
4.4	 STANDARD OPERATION AND SETTINGS
Unless otherwise specified, the fnll.owing standard settings
and operation shall be used;
Ku-Band Frequency - 15.0085 Gliz
Subcarrier Frequency - 8.5 1NHz
Subcarrier Power Unbalance - 80/20(6dI3 difference)
?Node 1 Power Unbalance - 80/20(6dF3 difference)
Subcarrier Leval - 0.25 VI;11S (509)
dl 11-1- 1 :.tion - fit) M11Z Square-wave, ECL levels, -.9 and
-1.8 volts notlrinal
at.. A
MOTOROLA MC.
Government Eiectronics Division
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4.4	 (Continued)
d2 Modulation - 192 Kliz square-wave, TTL levels,
0 and 5	 volts	 no-ninal
d3 Modulation - 2 MHz square-wave,	 TTL levels,
0 and 5 volts nominal
Video Modulation - 4.2	 ,IHz sine-wave,	 0..40 VRMS(50 Q)
Select
	
Subcarrier On if either Mode 1B or 2	 is
selected.
5.0	 ELECTRICAL TESTS
5.1
	
Frequency and Stability
5.1.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1. With no modu-
lation present, measure and record the minimum and maxi-
mum frequency by adjusting; the Frequency Adjust control.
5.1.2 Adjust the frequency for 15.0085 Glfr.. Select Mode 1 and
record the frequency. Select Mode 2 and record the fre-
quency.
5.1.3	 After onr• hour has elapsed since paragraph 5.1.2, select
Mode 1 and measure and record the frequency. Select Mode
2 and measure and record the frequency. Do not adjust the
frequency between the test of 5.1.2 and 5.1.3.
5.2	 RF Bandwidth
5.2.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1. 	 Apply a
signal of +2 dBm at 488.5 MHz to the 488.5 11Ifz IN connector.
Measure the Ku-Band output power. Vary the frequency on
both sides of 488.5 I11Ii and measure and record the frequency
difference where the response i- dowu ldB. Repeat for the
3dB response.	 Calculate the b.--.ndwidth,,.
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5.3
5.3.1
5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
Output Power
Connect the ?quipment as s
IA. With no modulation measure and record the output
power.
Select %lode 1A. Modulate dl and d3 with the standard con-
ditions. Measure and record the output power.
Select Mode IB and Subcarrier On. Modulate dl, d2, and d3
with the standard conditions. Measure and record the out-
put power.
Select %lode 2 and Subcarrier Off. With no m(,dulation
measure and record the output power.
5.3.5	 Select Mode 2 and Subcarrier On. Modulate d2, d3, and
video with the standard cond_tions. Measure and record
the output power.
5.4	 F51 Frequency Response
5.4.1
	
Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 2 . Select Mode
2 and Subcarrier Off. Apply a 500 KHz sine-wave of approxi-
mately 400 my RMS to the video inpu,. Measure and record
the demodulator baseband output level in dB. While keep-
ing the input level constant, vary the frequency and mea-
sure and record the response.
5.4.2	 Apply a 10 p111z sine-wave of approximately 250 m y R%1S to the
Subcarrier Input. pleasure and record the frequency response
of the Subcarrier Input.
MOTOROLA /NC.
Goverrment Electronics Division
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5.5	 F61 Deviation Sensitivity
5.5.1
	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 3
	 Select Mode
2 and Subcarrier OFF. Apply a 500 KHz sine-wro ,e to the
Video input. Adjust the signal level for 2.405 radians
•	 (first carrier null). Measure and record the input voltage
and calculate the deviation sensitivity.
1.202 1111z x .707 RMS - .850
SENSITIVITY(bll[z/v) - input voltage(RAIS) PK
	
Vin(R`IS)
5.5.2	 Repeat 5.5.1 applying an 9.50 1111z sinewave to the QPSK Sub-
carrier input. Adjust the signal level for 1.202 radians
(first carrier null of the second harmonic at 977 Mliz.)
SENSITIVITY(11H7/v) = 7.22Vin (RMS)
5.5.3	 Apply a DC voltage to the Video input. Verify that a
positive voltage increases the frequency. Verify 'lint the
carrier frequency can be deviated at least plus and minus
20 MHz.
5.6	 FM Deviation Linearity
5.6.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 	 2 . Select .lode
2 and Subcarrier Off. Apply a DC voltage to the Video in-
put. Aieasure and record the output frequency for the given
input voltages. Calculate the frequency change for each
voltage step and calculate the DC linearity.
7, LINEARITY = Af max -i%f min x 100
n,f Max +,',f min
I.,	 a
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5.6.2	 Apply a 4.0 M11z sine-waver to the Video input. Measure and
record the input voltage and the Demodulator output voltage.
Calculate the total system sensitivity (S) for each level and
from that calculate the deviation linearity.
Vout (demod out)
S	 Vin	 (video in)
LINEARITY = S max -S min x 100
 S max +S min
5.6.3	 Apply a	 MHz sine-wave to the QPSK Subcarrier input.
Repeat 5.6.2.
5.7
	 FM Harmonic distortion
5.7.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure	 2 . Select Mode
2 and Subcarrier Off. Apply a 4.0 `Hz sinewave of 0.40 VRti!S
to the Video input. Look at the demodulated output on the
spectrum analyzer and measure and record the relative level
of the harmonics. Calculate the harmonic distortion.
7n DISTORTION	 Vn 2 x 100
V	 I relative level (-dB)
1 
-=10exp	 20
	
Vl = level of fundamental	 V  = level of n th harmonic
0.3C, IA'
5.7.2
	
Repeat 5.7.1 applying; a -1-0- MHz sinewave of
	
VR1TS to the
QPSK Subcarrier input.
MQTof?OL.,4, jr jC SIZE CODE IDENT N0. DAG N0.
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i5.8
	 Subcarrier frequency
5.8.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 4
	
Select the
Subcarrier On. Monitor the QPSK Subcarrier Out and measure
and record the APSK Subcarrier frequency for each setting
of the Subcarrier Frequency Select Switch.
5.9	 Subcarrier Data hate :1nd Deviation
5.9.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 5
	
Select Mode
2, Subcarrier On, and 8.5 N111z. Adjust the Subcarrier L"vel
for 0.25 VRMS which is about 6 b111z peak deviation. Apply
standard modulation to the d2 and d3 inputs.
5.9.2	 Observe the demodulated output on the spectrum analyzer. Adjust
the Subcarrier Unbalance for 50/50 (equal d2 and d3 J1 side-
hands) . Adjust the square-wave modulation for bast symmetry
and carrier null. Measure and record the level of the carrier
and the J1 sidebands relative to the level of the unmodulated
carrier.
5.9.3	 Repeat 5.9.2 with a 16 Kl1z square-wave for d3 and a 96 KHz
square-wave for d2.
5.10	 Subcarrier Power Unbalance
5.10.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure	 5 . Select Mode
2, Subcarrier On, and 8.5 MHz. Adjust the Subcarrier level
for 0.25 VR11S which is about 6 b114z peak deviation. Apply
standard modulation to the d2 and d3 inputs.
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5.10.2	 Observe the demodulated output on the spectrum analyzer.
While observing the J1 sidebands, adjust the Subcarrier
Unbalance for 50/50
	 (equal J1 sidebands). Record if a
50/50 balance is achieved.
5.10.3
	
Adjust the Subcarrier Unbalance for 90,/10	 • (the d3 side-
bands 9.5 dB above the d2 sidebands). Record if a 90/10
unbalance is achieved.	
.r• 1
5.10.4 Adjust the Subcarrier Unbalance for 80/20 with standard
modulation. Adjust the square-wave modulation for best
symmetry and carrier null. Measure and record the level
of the .11 sidebands and carrier relative to the unmodulat
ed carrier.
5.11	 Incidental AM
5.11.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 6	 Select Mode
2, Subcarrier On, and 8.5 MHz. Apply standard video modu-
lation and standard Subcarrier level.
5.11.2	 Measure and record the DC voltage out of the crystal detector.
Measure and record the AC voltage peak to peak on the oscil-
loscope and calculate to incidental AM.
AC voltage (pk-pk)
	 x l0UAM =
DC voltage x 2
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J5.12	 QPSK Data Rate and Deviation
5.12.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1 	 Select Mode
1, Mode IA, and Subcarrier Off. Apply standard modulation
to the dl and d3 inputs.
5.12.2
	
Observe the output on the spectrum analyzer. Adjust the
Mode 1 Unbalance for 50/50. Adjust the square-wave modula-
tion for best symmetry and carrier null. Measure and re-
cord the level of the carrier and the J1 sidebands relative
to the level of the unmodulated carrier.
5.12.3	 Repeat 5.12.2 with a 4 N111z square-wave for dl and a 16 K11z
square-wave for d3.
5.13
	 QPSK Power Unbalance
5.13.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1 	 Select Mode
1, Mode IA, and Subcarrier Off. Apply standard modulation
to the dl and d3 inputs.
5.1.3.2	 Observe the output on the spectrum analyzer. While observ-
ing the J1 sidebands, adjust the power unbalance for 50/50
(equal dl and d3 sidebands). Record if a 50/50 balance is
achieved.
5.13.3	 Adjust the power unbalance for 90/10	 (the dl sidebands
9.5 dB above the d3 sideband , ). Record if a 90/10 unbalance
is achieved.
d13• i
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5.13.4	 Adjust the power unbalance for 90/20 kith standard modula-
tion. Adjust the square-wave modulation for best symmetry
and carrier null. Measure and record the level of the J1
sidebands and carrier relative to the unmodulated carrier.
5.14	 Dual QPSK Operation
5.14.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1
	
Select Mode
1, Mode 1B, Subcarrier On, and 8.5 MHz. Adjust the Sub-
carrier level to 0.25 VRMS (50 Q). Apply standard modula-
tion to dl and adjust the Mode 1 Unbalance for 80/20
(the dl sidebands 6 dB above the 8.5 Nllfz sidebands) . Apply
standard modulation to d2 and d3 and adjust the Subcarrier
Unbalance for 80/20 (the d3 sidebands 6 dB above the d2
sidebands).
5.14.2	 Observe the output spectrum and record if the spectrum ap-
pears normal for dual QPSK.
5.14.3
	
Adjus'. the square-wave modulation for best symmetry and
carrier null. Measure and record the level of the J1 side-
bands, 8.5 MHz subcarrier, and carrier relative to the un-
11luuuiated carrier.
5.15	 Phase Stability
5.15.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1	 Select Mode
1, and Subcarrier Off. With no modulation, measure and
record the output noise spectrum using the spectrum analyzer.
Set the analyzer bandwidth as narrow as possible and use the
10 Iiz video filter. At each frequency from the carrier, re-
cord the average level of the signal below the carrier and
the bandwidth used.
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5.15.1
	
(Continued)
The input attenuator and IF gain n.ay be adjusted to bring
the signal noise out of the analyzer noise floor provided
the analyzer is still operating in the linear region, that
•	 is a 10 dB change in the input attenuator can he offset by
a 10 dB change in the IF gain.
5.15.2	 Calculate the noise density relative to the carrier in dB/Hz
at each frequency from the carrier. (Conversion to unity
bandwidth = 10 log; I3W.)
5.15.3	 Calculate the phase ,jitter by integrating; the noise density
spectrum S 0 (f) from 100 KHz to 10 Alllz using; the following
formulas.
f a + BW
	
P) RATS = 2 fs (P (f)	 d f'
W
fa
(. ^) p -p - 6 (' 4) ) RA1S
5.16	 Incidental Frequency Modulation
5.16.1	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1 . Select Mode
2, and Subcarrier Off. Repeat 5.15.1 and 5.15.2 and cal-
culate the noise density spectrum.
5.16.2	 Calculate the incidental FM by integrating the noise density
spectrum SO(f)  from 2 kllz to 1 Ailiz uG g ng; the following;
formula.	 ffa
(Af)RA1S =
	
S7T	 f2SO(f) df
fa
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70
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!Measure and record the input impedance and phase for each
of the inputs an(] frequenci^s listed.
Input Impedance
Connect the equipment as shown in Figure
5.17
5.17.1
5.17.2
5.18
5.18.1
5.19
AC Power
Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 4 	 Measure and
record the AC input current and calculate the input power.
Spurious Output Signals
5.19.1
	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure 1	 Select Mode
1, Mode 1A, and Subcarrier Off. With no modulation, mea-
sure and record the level and frequency, relative to the
carrier, of any signal less than 60 d13 below the carrier.
Scan plus and minus 2 GHz from the carrier.
5.19.2	 Repeat 5.19.1 except select Mode 2, and Subcarrier On. Do
not record the 8.5 51Hz Subcarrier.
5.20
	 Subcarrier Phase Stability
5.20.1
	 Connect the equipment as shown in Figure	 4 . Select Sub-
carrier On and 8.5 A111z. With nn modulation, measure and re-
tard the RPSK Subcarrier Output moire spectrum using the
spectrum analyzer. Calculate the noise density as in 5.15.1
and 5.15.2.
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5.1.3
5.2
5.2.1
_^ .
Tested By	 Z&te/
Date
TEST DATA
Para. No.	 Parameter
5.1	 Frequency and Stability
5.1.1	 Minimum Frequency
Maximum Frequency
5.1.2
	
Mode 1 Frequency
Mode 2 Frequency
Data	 Limits
1 ^ao^ os^ k}[z Information
lSoty, yr 7 kHz Information
kHz 15,008,500 kHz
+ 7 5 k1i z
`^^^, Sv c kHz 15,00£x,-500 kHz
+ 75 k}}z
d"., I
After one hour
Mode 1 Frequency
Mode 2 Frequency
UV n nil—i A+
Upper 1 dB Frequency
Lower 1 dB Frequency 1"`7 ^ ^ (o
1 dB Bandwidth
JS,o ^^, 'J9^k}}z 15,008,500 kHz
-	 + 75 kHz
I5' e, 7 ys7 kHz . 15,00 3, 500 kHz
l ^^och Y" kKz	 + 75 kHz
S, o or s^v k>^z
+-?6c^.o2— MHz 112 MHz Min.
-^^ M}}z 112 Wiz Min.
17Y, Z MHz 225 M:Hz Min.
Upper 3 dB Frequency
Lower 3 dB Frequency
3 dB Bandwidth
+	 V. L MHz Information
-0774 MHz Information
S^1. 8 MHz Information
MOTOROLA INC.
Government Electronics Division
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POST OFF ICE [SOX 1417
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SIZE CODE (DENT NO, DWG NO.
A	 94990
SCALE	 IREVIS:ON
12-PO7001 K
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Tested By	 ^^ ^
Date /y7G
Para.	 No. parameter Data
5.3 Output Power
5.3.1 Mode IA, No Modulation +)Of 	 dBm
5,3,2 Mode 1A, With Modulation 0,9	 dBm
5.3.3 Mode 1B,	 With Modulation 0, 1	 dBm
5.3.4 Mode 2, No Modulation 'ra0, -7-^— dBm
5.3.5 Mode 2,	 With Modulation t a0,,'7-	 dBm
Limits
+19 dBm Min.
+19 dBm Min.
+19 dBm Min.
+19 dBm Min.
+19 dBm Min.
0 dB
+ /,0
-
dB
+ dB
J-a.9 dB
1-0,7 dB
tO, ;- dB
\k)' 	 WO, 3 dB
o dF?
dB
dB
1
dB
5.4
	
FM Frequency Response
5.4.1	 Video Input
500 kHz
100 liz
1 kHz
10 kHz
100 kHz
300 kHz
1 MH z
2 AlHz
4.2 MHz
5 Ml l z
G Dglz
S- My 
Kill,ep
Reference - /C• 7,14
+1 dB
+1 dB
+1 dB
+1 dB
+1 dB
+1 dB
+1 dB
+1 dB
Information
1 h^
I
f
nformat
'l1
ion
7^ r/h -( Il.,*I
MOTOROLA INC. "zF CODE I DENT
1 
N0. DWG NO.
Government Electronics D1vrlon I A	 94990r^+V 12-PO7001K
8201 EAST McDOWELL ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 1417
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252 ISCALE	 IREVISION	 SIEE-T	 23	 j	 1
N'.
F-
^	 I
Tested fly	 4	 _
Date
Para.	 No. parameter Data Limits
5.4.2 Subcarrier Input
0 dB  
-f)23. 7A)Reference (-10 bglz
9 MIz ' 0,2 dB Information
8	 A111z to-7 dB Information
7	 Ailiz /* dB Information
6 A4iz dB Information
5 MHz f	 CJ dB Information
4 MHz dB Information
3	 b111z (, dB Inf/ormatlion
.^. (v^/P'Jllz 2.o p!'!s .rn7^'nctli^.ti
5.5 FAl Deviation Sensitivity
5.5.1 500 kliz,	 2.405 Radians
Input Voltage 0y6 Vrms Reference
Sensitivity 't1IIz/V 20 Atiiz/V Nominal
5.5.2 8.5 Atliz,	 1.202 Radians
Input Voltage Vrms Reference
Sensitivity /^ (^ _ mllz/V Information
5.5.3 Frequency Change for Positive Voltage Increase
Frequency Deviation +20 AIIiz  Yes
do- a
MOTOROLA INC.
Government Electronics Divis,on
6201 ':AST McDOWELL ROAD
PusT OFFICE 13OX 1417
SCOrTSDALE, ARIZONA 85252
SIZE	 CODE !DEN ,T No. DWG NO.
A 1 94990
SCALE	 jREVISION
12-PO7OO1K
jSHEET	
` 4 - --	 I
A
Tested B y
Date
Para. No.	 Parameter	 Data	 Limits
5.6
	
FM Deviation Linearity
5.6.1 Voltage Frequency AF
+1.0 Vdc Iro;d, Y, ^ Nniz /()• ; 3z NiHz Ref.
+0.5 Vac lWy' 116 'mz 10- '^2	 Nuiz Ref.
0 Vdc /S?0,0	 ,Mlfz Reference Ref.
-0.5 Vdc /yPgo+O-rSIHz /	 ,: YO	 liiiz Ref.
-1.0 Vdc, if M i32 miiz 10 ,07? Nmz- Ref.
7o Linearit y at DC	 /	 o 2% Max.
5.6.2	 4 Mliz,	 Video Input
Vin Vout Sensitivity
50 mVrms MS- mVrms , .(70 V/V Ref.
100 mVrms a^ 3	 mV rms ^7? V/V Ref .
200 mVrms S	 ,Z	 mvrms '7/ V/V Ref.
400 mVrms //0. 0	 mvrms a7s V/V Ref.
600 mVrms /a G mVrms X77 V/V Ref.
800 mVrms ra/. 0 mvrms o ,27^ V/V Ref.
n Linearity at 4 b'(iiz	 /• 3 % 2`6 Max.
MOTOROLA INC. SIZE CODE IDENT NO. DWG N0.
Government Electronics	 Division q 94990 12-P07001K
8201 EAST McDOWELL ROAD
POST OFFICE BOX 1417
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA 85,152	 SCALE
AV? FIOND 10OA-DWG FORM AT 6/75 E322;-01 CTL 76C
REVISION
	
SHEET	 9 71
^ ! I l
Tested By
Date	 I
Para.	 No. Parameter Data Limits
^y1
5.6.3 34-^- Nniz,	 Subcarrier Input
•	 ^ I ^ I1 " Vin Vout	 Sensitivity
50 mVims mvrms	 ,,20,J
	
V/V Ref .
100 mVrmS X1,1	 mvi-ms	 , ,^,' /	 V/V Ref.
200 mVrms U mvrms	 2 f 0 V/V Ref .
400 mVrms m.Vrms	 V/v Itef ,
600 mVrcns 131
	
mvrms
	
V/V P.ef. 
800 mVrms /7^	 mVrms	 ,ate() V/V Ref.
900 mVrms mvrms	 V/V Ref.	 ►^^I^^G
P: S
3,
1-n 4 r>h^ ^.t
o Linearity	 at 44)- MI Iz
5.7 FAI harmonic Distortion
5.7.1 4	 Atliz ,
	
Video	 Input 
Frequency Relative Level
4 MHz 0	 dB Ref.
8 MIIz d13 Ref.
12 AIIiz - ^J	 d13 Ref.
16	 AIIiz  dI3 Ref.
^1,h 6
Distortion 4 N IZ	 e (, 5% max.
G.
MOTOROLA INC. "" CODE (DENT N0 , owe No.
Government Electrodes Ctvisicn	 A	 94990	 12-PO7001K
8201 EASTO	 ROAD	
IPOST OFFICEE BOX  141t ^7 SCALE	 -"y; S'^ ,	SNEE'	 2^;SCOTTSDALE. ARIZONA 85752 	 j
CTested By j4llj^il// fi
Da t e	 2 W 6
Para No.	 Parameter
5.7.2	 4-W NUIz,	 Subcarrier Input
Frequency Relative Level
*fl	 %n iz 0 dB
17 -Se tigiz -,36	 dB
f Y40 Nul z — SIZ d B
3y 48 Nil z ^'^c^ dB
Distortion 4+1- N111z
5.8	 Subcarrier Frequency.
8.5	 D1Iiz
8.75 MHz
9.0	 'III i z
9.25	 SUiz	 y
9.5 MHz
9.75 MHz	 `I
10.0 NnIz
Data—	 Limits
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref .
1^ / 111 5'C Max.
8.5 NlHz Nom.
8,75 MHz Nom.
9.0 Miz Nom.
9.25 Nniz Nom.
9.5 bgiz Nom.
9.75 31Hz Nom.
10.0 NiHz Nom.
y q ? Gij,}iz
^lYt b76,,itz
^  .liz
201 6.q. liz
liz
9 ^9 633 tiz
MOTOROLA INC. i	 SIZE I CODE IDENT NO.'D'AG NU.Government  Electronics Dlvrsion IA i	 94990 12-P07001K
RE`!IS!"'
8201 EAST McDONJELL HOAO
POST OFFICE SOX 1417
«;OT TSOALE, ARIZONA 857!-.' 	 SCAL E
(1( nff) ,Mq rnvr, cnnAA6T f:17a	 I f Ti 7('-
^u`E.
rN"
I U t('d 1; y 	 r ^^ Lam(
Date
Para.	 No. Parameter Data Limits
5.9 Subcarrier Data	 Efate and Deviation
5.9.2 d2 -	 192 kliz,	 d3 -	 2 NIEz, 50/50
Level of Upper d2 J1 -70.2 dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d2 .11 _7 .Z dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Upper d3 J1 -72 dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d3 J1 - 7
.
2 dB -7 dB Nom.
Level
	
3f Carrier JO -3 dB Information
5.9.3 d2 - 96 kliz,	 d3-16	 k,1z,	 50/50
T ,evel of Upper d2 J1 -7 Z. dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d2 J1 '/,Z dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Upper d3 J1
--7
7,,2— dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d3 J1 ^/a a- dB -7	 (IB Nom.
-^^Level of Carrier JO dB Information
5.10 Subcarrier Power Unbalance
5.10.2 50/50 Balance Achieved dies
5.10.3 90/10 Unbalance Achieved Yes
MOTOROLA INC, slz E CODE (DENT NO CWG No.
Government Electronics Division 	 A	 94990	 12-P07001K" V
8201 EAST Nlc[)OWELL ROA1)
POST OFFICE PDX 1417
^COTTSOALE,A^ I ZONA 85252	 SC'^'^r	 f?E'JISION	 SHEET
I  
	 I
1 	 j	 ►
Tested By	 W^/ Rt
Uatc 76
Para.	 No. Parameter Data Limits
5.10.4 80/20 Unbalance,
d3 - 2 MHz, d2 - 192 kllz
• Level of Upper d2 J1 - ^^.Z dB -11	 ciB Nom.
Level of Lower d2 J1 "^^ -z d13 -11 dB Nom.
Level of Upper d3 J1 6 dB -5 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d3 J1 dB -5 dB Nom.
Level of Carrier dB Informat__i.on
5.11 Incidental AM
5.11.2 DC Output Voltage Vdc Ref.
AC Output Voltage , 0014 Vp-p Ref.
% AM 0, ^ % 5'.'n	 Max .
5.12	 QPSK Data Rate and Deviation
5.12.2	 dl	 - 50 M11z,	 d3 - 2 MHz,	 5n/50
Level of Upper d1J1_ dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower dl .I1 7 dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Upper d3 J1 /	 _ dR -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d3 J1 _6,^ dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Carrier JO -30 dB Information
m
MOTOROLA INC. ' "'E 1 CODE 'DENT NO IDwG No.
Gove-^men • E'e	 tror cs Civlslor A i2-1)07001K
8201 EAST McDOWELL ROAD
POST OFFICE BOIL 1417
SCOTTSDALF. AnI70NA 8525. 	 1 SCALE	 -VIS:	 SHE-' 	 29
4W• .
YTested By
	 .1, 
Da t v f 
N.
Para.	 No.	 Pa1'a mete I , Data 1,i1nits
5.10.4	 80/20 Unbalance,
c ''	 -	 2	 1111z, d2 - 192 kllz
Lc el of Upper d2 .J1 d13 -11	 (113	 Nom.
Level of Lower d2 J1 d13 -11	 (iB Nom.
Level oI Upper d3 J1 d13 -5 dB %om.
Level of Lo(,r d3 J1 dB -5 dB Nom.
Level of Cirri ' r (IB Information
5.11
	 Incidental A11
5.11.2	 UC output Voltage N'dc 1:c! .
AC Output Voltage Vp - p Ref.
A:11 5'.' :lax.
IE- 4-:	 T
5.12	 QPSK Data Rate and Deviation 1
C1 - 2 yI'045 .12.2
	
dl	 -	 50 1312 ,	 d3	 -	 2 1111z, 50/50
Level of Upper dl J1 -- 13, dB -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower di ,J1 'b^,Y dB -7 (113	 Nom.
Level of Upper (13 J1 (111 -7 dB Nom.
Level of Lower (1.3 J1 --6.11 d[3 -7 dP- :nom.
Level of Carrier JO _ c113 Information
MOTOROLA Il'►lC% . I	 SIZE CODE IDE_NT NO JDW G NO.
Co,nrnmen.:
	 Flec'r,'	 ^:s A i	 9499n ;	 12-1)07001K
' , 1 f AS  M g-00W'	 IMAI)
T oF'FICF SOX
'TT$Unlf • A 1 11ZC)%A ft(:?'..'
5.12.3
-' dB Nom.
- 7 dB Nom.
-7 d13 Nom.
-7 dR Nom.
Information
dw• 1
5.13.2
5.13.3
50/50 Balance Achieved
9C/10 Unbalance Achieved
Yes
Yes
7 ^- dB
-S 	 dB
dB
dB
dB
-5 dB Nom.
-5 dB Nom.
-11 dB Nom.
-11 dB Nom.
Information
r	 i	 I	 I	 I	 i	 i
'rested By
Da te 	 ;^, 071
Para. No.	 Parameter
	
Data
	
Limits
dl - 4 1111z, d3- 16 kHz, 50/50
Level of Upper dl J1
-r7
(3,. dB
Level of' Lower 01 J1 --6. ? dB
Level of Upper d3 J1 _ ,O dB
Level of Lower d3 J1 n dB
Level of Carrier JO 36 dB
5.13
	 QPSK Power Unbalance
5.13.4	 80/20 Unbalance,
dl - 50 INUIz,	 d3	 - 2 N9, (z
Level of Upper dl J1
Level of Lower dl J1
Level of Upper d3 J1
Level of Lower d3 J1
Level of Carrier 3U
MOTOROLA INC. s ► z
Gove,rr,r-t Electronics Dovi5lon 	 A
COV'_ !DEN T NO (D ING NO.
04990	 !^
	 12-1)07001K
9201 EAST'NcOOWELL ROAD
POST OFFICE SOX 1417
SCOTTSDALE,AR17ONA 85252	 SCALE[H—VISION	 ISHEET	 ,0
Tested By
Da t e
_'n om' —JE>^S 7—
Pavia.	 No.	 Isar:un(r tc1, 1).1t.a Limi is
/o H /l z
d:3-
-lf+
.^	 1`1 I!,
50/503.12.:9	 dl	 #44 -SFr.
Level of Upper dl .J1 —/7c (m -7	 (113 Nom.
Level o f Lower (11 J1 -	 , 66 (113 -7	 (113	 Nom.
Level of Upper (13 J1 ^^ ` _ d13 -7 dB Nom.
Level of' Lower d3 J1 -7 y cm -7	 (113	 Nom.
Level of Carrier JO —^y dB Information
5.13	 MISK Power Unbalance
5.13.2	 50/50 Balance Achieved
`5,13,3	 90/10 Unbalance Achieved Ycs
5.13.4	 80/20 Unbalance,	 -IJ4•f ;yM117-
dl	 -	 50	 1111z ,	 c13	 -	 2	 3IJIz
Level of Upper dl. J1 (I13 -5 dL Nom.
Level of Lower dl J1 -	 Z X113 -5 dB Nom.
Level of Upper d3 J1 (1I3 -11 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d3' .1] _	 -Z (113 -11 dB tiorn.
Lev( • l of Carrier "^ 'm Information
t • 1tr;CEDING PAGE BLANK NUT FILMF^
M 	 IN G. Is ^ff IT 1I;^^	 ^_{^ ' •. J-^^^^) hr^.
I , r, verrmer, ' Electr9 r ics Drvls , on	 ^^	 94990 12 -1,)07001 F:
8:01 EAST VcDO^'.! t ROAD
i	 Pr?STOFFICE BOX 'V7	 V)T r SDAi_C, A'OZ01'A °'	 f '^I-
	
--	
.11
dw. a
t,
_	 T
Tes t e  By
	
,v,► ',
Mara. No.	 Parameter	 Data	 Limits
5.19	 Dual QPSK Oper ation
5.19.2•	Normal Spectrum for 3 Yes
Mal WSK
5.19 .3 	 dl	 -	 50 Nlllz, 9.5 5111z Siibcarrier^	 80/20
d3 - 2 Miz, d2 - 192 kiiz,	 80/20
Level of Upper dl J1	 -6.,, dB -5 dB Nom.
Level of Lower dl .J1	 - Y.O dB -5 dB Nom.
Level of Upper (13 J1	 -)/7 (m -16 dB Nom.
Level of Lower c13 J1	 - dB -16 dB Nom.
Level of Upper c12 J1	 'av2 dB -22 dB Nom.
Level of Lower d2 J111 dB -22 dB Nom.
Level of 8.5	 Mliz
%1
JO	 -y•^ d	 u	 l
G
Information
Level of Carrier JO dB Information
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5.14.3	 (11 - 50 %IIIz, 8.5 %Tllz Subcarrier ) 80/20
(13 - 2 NUIz, d2 - 1432 kiln, 80/20
Level of Upper dl J1	 - K. Z (1B
	
- 5 dB Noin.
Level of' Lower (11 J1	 _- 3. (o dl3	 - 5 (113 Nom.
I	 Level of Upper d3 Jl	 ' l^	 dR	 -16 (113 Nom.
Level of Lower d3 J1	 d13	 -16 df3 Nom.
Level of Upper d2 J1
	
dB	 -22 d13 Nom.
Level of Lower d2 J1	 - ^^ (113	 -22 (11.3 Nom.
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5.15.	 1'I ► ase Stability
5.15.1,2	 Mode 1
A Freq. BW dB/Carrier dB/11z
2 kHz 0,3_ klI 'S3 dB 77 Ref.
4 kHz 0.3 klir. - ^^ dB 7J Ref.
lU kHz 0. 3 kliz  dB Ref.
20 klif 40 kliz - dB ^^. Ref.
I 40 kliz kliz 7S dB /^ S' Ref.
100 kliz s L kllz 7r dB /Oy e Ref.
200 kHz 3. U kliz =7704^-` dB /1	 i- Ref.
I400 kHz /0, U kliz dB //Of' Ref .
1 ltlir /C' D kliz - 0
c
^ dB /^^ Ref. 
32, 0 kliz -74 dB Ref.
4 Mliz 30, 0 kHz -7^ dB Ref .
10 MHz d, O kHz —76^ d13 Ref.
5.15.3	 ?phase Jitter, 100 kliz to 10 lillz 0,21 o RMS	 Ref .
	
1-26--° P-P	 5o P-P max.
/vK^^ p,^^^2<tS
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5.16	 Incidental Frequency 9lodulation
5.16.1	 ;,lode 2
A Freq. BW dB/Carrier dB/Hz
2 1. 0.3 kHz dB , Ref.
4 kHz 0• -3 kliz -3U dB Ref.
10 kHz O 3 kHz -3 dB 6,7. Ref .
20 kliz ^^^ 3 kliz — I dB 69, d Ref .
40 kliz /. kHz DSO dB ^0 n Ref .
100 kliz kHz _=l 0 dB ^^'^
p
 ri Ref .
200 kHz O kiiz d13 ^(Ja^ Ref .
400 kliz 3,0 kiiz ^>/ dB , ` Ref.
1 Arliz i0, U kiiz r ?0 dB a e, U Ref .
5.16.2	 Inciuental F11 , 2 kliz to 1 MHz	 7 . 07 kliz RMS 5 kHz RMS Max
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5.17 Input	 Ii,,lpedances
5.17.2• Video	 DC A- 50.R.	 Nom.
4.2 Nlllz 7
c	 o
mil_L^ ^t 501L Nom.
i D(13	 -	 blode	 2,	 2	 Nlllz ^,L  _ 50-rt	 Nom.
113
S^(13 - Mode IA	 2 NUlz A- 50.p- Nom.
500 kllz l^^d2 IL 50^ Nom.
0..1	 -^9--	 y /G^ y.? 2)L 100. Nom._
5.18 AC Power
5.18.1	 Input Current
Input Power
0,7,2-- Amps	 Ref .
ed, ? Watts	 Information
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Spurious Output Signals
Mode 1	 Freq.	 dB Below Carrier
f 1,20 07	 Information
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Information
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Information
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5.19.2	 Mode 2
Information
Information
Information
Information
Information
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5.20	 Subcarrier Phase Stabilit
5.20.1	 Q Freq . B w dB/Carrier cll3/Iiz
100 liz Ilz — 	 clE3 ^ Ref.
200 liz liz
 dB —b^^ Ref .
400 liz 20 llz - 6 dB/^
7 Ref.
1 kliz 30 liz ' 60 dB - 7y Ref,
2 kliz AQo liz -,r rdB -7 Ref .
4 kliz Iiz cili -73- Ref.
10 kliz Itz X 	 dil
--77, Ref .
20 kllz 30 0 Iii Ref
•10 kliz 366 Iiz '7
L
^^	 dB '_^_^ , Ref.
100 kliz ,, kllz -4 3
	 dB ^/.3 Ref .
200 kllz /, kllz - / -^- (113 `^L^ Ref .
400 kiiz 3.0 kliz -/63	 dB —I37 Q Ref.
1 MHz 3, 0 kHz -/^^ dB ' ^yC, ^ Ref.
2 MHz ^U kllz  dB y3 Ref.
5.20.2
	 phase Jitter, 100	 liz to 2 MlIz . (v	 O RNIS	 Information
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EQU I 13 NIENT MANUFACTURER/10DEI. S/N	 oI' ASSET. CA1.I1311AT ION
AM-B1 Signal Generator III'	 864013	 opt.	 00'2 O3 71,2. ZZL177
Test Oscillator 111)
	
65113 G 0a ,20 C/ 77
Signal Generator I113
	
626A C,-/ o 6 ei Y //3) /7 7
Signal Generator HP 608C G /G YAC-1 1 Vsi177	 i
Pulse Generator Data Dynamics 5113 /,tj 1,7,7
	
I
Pulse Generator Data Dynamics
	 5113 66 1f f y 1 1-31177
Pulse Generator Ell	 122
RMS Voltmeter 1113 3400 C Q^ 6 3^- l/^^ 7
RNIS Voltmeter 11P 3400 ^• ^i/tif^7 !/.	 I
Power Meter 111)	 435A G (^ SS ^ 7 ^^ ^'^77
Power Sensor IIP 8481A ^r0 s3 % 7 ll,,JI77	 i
Spectrum Analyzer IIP	 141T 67-0,' /^ j1-7
Analyzer.
	
RF Tuning Section IIP 85555 ^ d S^Q S^ ^S	 7
Analyzer.	 IF Section 1!P 855213 (rOSSJ Z2 J17,7 	 I
Analyzer,	 Tuning Section 1IP 855:38
Frequency Counter EIP 351I) G(jS 3 k)
Vector	 Imp< d ance Meter I11) 4815A C 6;73y 1 ILZZ 7
Crystal Det-ctor HP 8470B 1
Digital
	
Multimeter Fluke 8600A r U S	 f 40/^	 77
Oscilloscope HP 1710 03J-'	 7 11^ d27_
2 Gliz High Pass Filter Microlab FH 2000 6 Z	 _ -	 --
Waveguide to SMA Adapter 0S11 20187 AJ SlN S SS-^/
FM Demodulator Motorola 01-PO546IJ /lA^	 J1C 1G y73 —
Variable Attenuator 11P P382A ^1J
Substitute or Additional	 Equipment
/ 2^	 3/
v
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